Boosting fuel cell performance with a semiconductor photocatalyst: TiO2/Pt-Ru hybrid catalyst for methanol oxidation.
A hybrid carbon fiber electrode (CFE) consisting of TiO2 semiconductor photocatalyst and Pt-Ru catalyst has been developed to boost the performance of direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC). These two catalyst nanoparticles are deposited on opposite sides of the carbon fiber paper such that methanol oxidation is carried out catalytically on Pt-Ru and photocatalytically on TiO2 under UV-light irradiation. Since both catalysts carry out methanol oxidation independently, we observe an additive effect in the current generation. The carbon support fibers provide a large network to collect the electrons from both of these catalytic processes and thus assist in efficient current generation. In addition, TiO2 improves the performance of the Pt-Ru catalyst in dark, indicating possible surface area improvement or diminished poisoning effects. The concept of incorporating a photocatalyst provides new ways to minimize precious metal content and enhance the performance of DMFCs. At low catalyst loadings (0.15 mg/cm2) at 295 K, a 25% enhancement in the peak power density is observed upon illumination with light.